Effects of acetylsalicylic acid and morphine on neurons of the rostral ventromedial medulla in rat.
Morphine exerts its analgesic effect via the endogenous pain control system consisting of the periaqueductal grey (PAG) and the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM). Acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) may also act via this system, but so far this has only been demonstrated for the inhibitory effect on the tail-flick reflex with extremely high doses (200-300 mg/kg). Both drugs show synergistic effects on PAG neurons in vitro. It is unclear whether this mechanism accounts for the well-known analgesic synergism of these drugs in vivo. Thus, the effects of ASA (30 mg/kg) and morphine on off- and on-cells in the RVM and the jaw-opening reflex (JOR) were investigated in anesthetized rats. Under morphine, off-cell activity increased (+34%), on-cell activity decreased (-98%) and the reflex was suppressed (-53%). ASA increased off-cell activity (+20%) and decreased the activity of on-cells (-52%). After preceding ASA administration, the effects of morphine on off- and on-cells and on the reflex did not alter statistically. The experiments document the modulatory effect of a clinically relevant dose of ASA on RVM cells. This effect resembles that of morphine. The results do not support the hypothesis of a mediation of the analgesic synergism of morphine and ASA by the PAG-RVM-network in vivo.